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For Immediate Release:
“He's the Poet Laureate of the Mets” —Sports Illustrated
“Frank Messina has become a classic...” —The New York Times
“This is poetry as news, poetry as culture bop, poetry at work--really terrific work.”
—Bob Holman, Founder of Bowery Poetry Club and producer of PBS’s United States of Poetry
“No one would question a poet writing about love for a woman, but when you’re a fan of a
team, the emotional attachment is even stronger, because women come and go, but your
team never changes.” —Joe Benigno, WFAN (Sports Radio 66), New York City

The Lyons Press is proud to publish Full Count: The Book of Mets Poetry (The Lyons
Press, April 2009, ISBN 978-1-59921-557-0, Paperback, $12.95) by Frank Messina.
“Do you know what it’s like
to be chased by the Ghost of Failure
while staring through Victory’s door?
Of course you do. You’re a Mets fan!”
Frank Messina is a die-hard Mets fan who uses poetry as a means to express his love,
angst, and suicidal delirium for America’s favorite pastime…and particularly for his
team, the New York Mets. His Mets poetry has garnered national attention, seeping
into the realm of pop culture, casting Messina as an icon of the long-tortured and
devoted sports fan. As a result, fans across the country refer to Messina as “The Mets
Poet”.
Full Count: The Book of Mets Poetry is the world’s first single-authored book of poetry
devoted to a sports team. From sheer panic to utter joy, this action-packed volume
of hilarious, sad and poignant verse about fathers, sons, crushed beer cans and fedup girlfriends grand-slams its way straight to the heart of anyone who understands
what it's like to be a real fan.
Available in stores everywhere beginning April 14, 2009
and on-line at http://www.Amazon.com
Bob Sembiante, Publicist / GPP
Robert.sembiante@globepequot.com / 203-458-4555

Contact: Bob Sembiante, Publicist
robert.sembiante@globepequot.com
(203) 458-4555 / 800-962-0973, ext. 4555
Call or E-mail for a review copy or interview

Full Count
The Book of Mets Poetry
By Frank Messina
About the Author
Frank Messina is one of the most widely recognized poets in America. He has appeared
on SNY-TV, the station that broadcasts Mets games, in video montages that feature him
reciting his poetry against the visual backdrop of glorious moments in Mets baseball.
Messina has authored four books of poetry including the well-received Disorderly
Conduct, which Pulitzer Prize winning poet Alan Dugan referred to as “an important
work...deep in the American present.” His work is published in the Beloit Poetry Journal,
Paterson Literary Review, Oxford Magazine, the New York Times and Sports Illustrated.
Messina is a recipient of the Woolrich Poetry Award and Fellowship of Columbia
University and was nominated for the 1995 Allen Ginsberg Poetry Award. He currently
lives in Jersey City, NJ.
Upcoming Appearance:
Thursday, April 9, Barnes & Noble, New York City, The World Premier official reading and
book signing of Full Count: The Book of Mets Poetry. Barnes & Noble College Booksellers,
105 Fifth Avenue (18th Street and Fifth Avenue), Manhattan. 6PM. 212-615-5500.
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